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A novel class of planar metamaterial unit-cells
consisting of a peace logo pattern is presented. A
significant advantage of the proposed peace-logo
planar metamaterial (PLPM) unit-cell over existing
designs is its tunability, simplicity, and compatibility
with microstrip structures. The theoretical analysis
is founded on the famous transmission-line theory
for the metamaterial concept. Then, the tunable
dual-band two-sided PLPM (TSPLPM) unit-cell is
designed by printing a similar PLPM pattern at the
bottom of the substrate. The influence of the bottom
PLPM pattern on the resonance frequencies of the
unit-cell was analyzed by performing numerical
simulations using CST Microwave Studio 2017 and
HFSSv15 simulators. The results of the numerical
simulations demonstrated that the proposed
TSPLPM has the ability to control the resonance
frequencies over 50 GHz–75 GHz for millimeter-
wave applications.
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I. Introduction

In 1968, metamaterials were theoretically introduced as
a new class of materials by Veselago [1]. However, it took
three decades for the first metamaterial prototype to
be realized [2]. Since the initial development of
metamaterials, many configurations have been used as
metamaterial unit-cells, such as split-ring resonators
(SRRs), complementary split-ring resonators (CSRRs),
and H- or S-shaped unit-cells [3]–[5].
Metamaterials are artificially produced materials that

have electromagnetic attributes, and these structures are
not usually found in nature. Several recent papers have
reported the use of metamaterials that produce negative
relative permittivity and permeability [6]–[9]. The
miniaturization of metamaterial unit-cells is one of the
important issues, especially at low frequencies. Different
techniques have been used for the miniaturization of
metamaterial unit-cells, such as using fractal and spiral
resonators [10]–[12]. Recently, metamaterial structures
have been used for beam-tilting, gain enhancement, and
frequency and beam switching applications in microwave
and millimeter-wave antennas [13]–[15]. In all of these
cases, the main role of the metamaterial medium is to
provide a refractive index that is different from the
host medium when interacting with the incident
electromagnetic wave. However, almost all of
the conventional unit-cells possess a single-band
metamaterial response. This issue becomes important
when we want to use metamaterials in multi-band or
wideband applications, such as beamforming or gain
enhancement in all of the operating bandwidths of a
multiband or wideband antenna. To solve this problem,
various reconfigurable unit-cells are proposed [16]–[18].
However, they need to be implemented on a high-epsilon
substrate. Moreover, reconfigurable unit-cells may be
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lossy and very difficult to implement, especially at
millimeter-waves. It should be noted that recently, tunable
metasurfaces at different wavelengths, such as encoding
graphene metasurfaces and tunable anomalous refraction
based on graphene metasurfaces are reported in [19]–[21].
In this study, the peace-logo planar metamaterial

(PLPM) unit-cell is first designed, and the permeability
and permittivity of the effective constitutive parameters
are adopted from the S-parameters. Then, the tunable dual-
band two-sided PLPM (TSPLPM) unit-cell is designed by
printing a similar PLPM pattern at the bottom of the
substrate. The analysis is based on the transmission line
theory (TLT) for metamaterial notion. According to the
numerical simulation results obtained from CST
Microwave Studio 2017 and HFSSv15, it has been proven
that the TSPLPM shows a dual-band metamaterial
behavior over the frequency range of 50 GHz–75 GHz for
millimeter-wave applications. Finally, the performance of
the TSPLPM unit-cell is compared to several other unit-
cells. This comparison reveals that the proposed unit-cell
can provide tunable resonances that are comparable to
those of other designs.

II. PLPM Unit-Cell Design

1. Analysis of Transmission Line Theory

In this section, we perform a comprehensive review of
how to design the proposed unit-cell. Figure 1 shows the
geometry of the proposed PLPM unit-cell, which is based
on a peace logo design. The peace logo is a universally
employed attractive pattern used in the meetings of
libertarians and peacekeepers. Actually, a peace logo can
be realized as a planar metamaterial structure. Here, the
proposed peace-logo unit-cell is designed on a Rogers
RT5880 substrate with a relative permittivity of 2.2,
tan d = 0.0009, and with a thickness of h = 0.254 mm.
The dimensions of the structure are: LD = 6 mm,
WD = 5 mm, w = 0.2 mm, r = 2 mm, and h = 135°.

As shown in Fig. 1, the peace logo design that is used
here consists of a PEC circle without a gap, which is
placed in the xy plane, as well as a PEC diameter along the
y-axis, and two symmetrical radius lines relative to the y-
axis, which are printed in the top of the substrate. The
line-width and the dielectric constant of the substrate can
be used to carefully control the frequency response of the
PLPM unit-cell.
According to the analysis examined in [22],

transmission line theory (TLT) can be occupied to depict
the electromagnetic propagation behavior in this
metamaterial structure It is clear that loss-less media can
be demonstrated in terms of equivalent transmission line
circuits. Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit model of
the proposed PLPM unit-cell. d is the length of the PLPM
unit-cell, where d is small compared to the wavelength.
This model is valid under the assumption that the size and
distance between the adjacent radius lines are both
electrically small. The medium exhibits passbands with
a positive refractive index when eeff and leff are
simultaneously positive or when both of them are
negative. From the TLT, if the series branch is capacitive,
whereas the parallel branch is inductive, energy
propagation takes place by backward waves, for which the
phase velocity is against the energy velocity. In the same
way, this is the region in which the propagation vector (b~)
points in a direction that is inverse to the Poynting vector
(S~). These propagating backward waves imply the
presence of a negative refractive index [22]. Therefore, it
becomes clear that the condition for obtaining a negative
refractive index in the transmission line circuit of Fig. 1 is
satisfied when the series branch is capacitive and the
parallel branch is inductive.
Based on TLT, the inductance LLPLPM can be

approximated by the magnetostatic inductance of a single
PLPM pattern of width w and mean radius r, which is
equal to the average radius of the conventional SRR that is
presented in [2]. The value of LLPLPM inductor can be
controlled by the radius r, width w, and angle h. Each gap
of the PLPM pattern contributes to global capacitance in
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the proposed PLPM unit-cell.
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Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit model of the proposed PLPM unit-cell.
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the form of a series connection of value CL
PLPM. The

capacitance CL
PLPM is introduced for the entire capacity of

the PLPM unit-cell.
Based on what is reported in [22], a purely left-handed

unit-cell cannot exist physically. Therefore, the composite
right- and left-handed (CRLH) model illustrates the most
common metamaterial structure that is possible. The
behavior of the CRLH model is completed by introducing
the parasitic elements LRPLPM and CR

PLPM.
In order to carry out the rigorous analysis of the

proposed unit-cell, the propagation constant should be
calculated. Therefore, the series and parallel resonance
frequencies (f PLPMS and f PLPMP , respectively) are:

f PLPMS ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LRPLPMC

L
PLPM

p ; (1)

f PLPMP ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LLPLPMC

R
PLPM

p : (2)

Now, based on the telegraphist’s equations and some
simplifications, the complex propagation constant is
obtained for the PLPM LH range as:

c ¼ jb¼ �j

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
f
fR

� �2

� fL
f

� �2

� r 2pfLð Þ2
s

; (3)

where fR and fL are respectively given by:

fR ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LRPLPMC

R
PLPM

p ; (4)

fL ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LLPLPMC

L
PLPM

p : (5)

and variable r is:

r ¼ LRPLPMC
L
PLPM þ LLPLPMC

R
PLPM: (6)

In the circuit model that is shown in Fig. 2, the lumped
equivalents of the PLPM unit-cell are extracted as
LRPLPM ¼ 56:27 nH, CL

PLPM ¼ 0:125 fF, LLPLPM ¼ 312:6 fF,
and CR

PLPM ¼ 22:51 pF. Now, a typical diagram of the
dispersion relation of (3) is depicted in Fig. 3. The PLPM unit-
cell exhibits a frequency gap between fS and fP.

2. Numerical Outcomes and Discussion

In order to present a comprehensive numerical report
and to validate the parameter extraction method and the
obtained values of circuit elements, the PLPM unit-cell

is simulated using CST Microwave Studio 2017 and
HFSSv15 simulators for an incident wave traveling along
the positive x direction. Based on Fig. 1, PEC and PMC
boundary conditions are used along the y and z directions,
respectively, and two waveguide ports are located along
the x direction. The S-parameters are illustrated in Fig. 4.
According to Fig. 4, there is a resonance in S21 at
59.4 GHz. The simulated S-parameters are used in a
standard extraction algorithm, and the real parts of the
effective relative permeability and permittivity of the
structure are calculated and plotted in Figs. 5(a) and 5 (b).
According to the design equations in [23], the effective
relative permeability and permittivity are adopted by using
(7) and (8), where k0 is the wave number and h is the
substrate thickness.

lr ¼
2

jk0h
1� ðS12 � S11Þ
1þ ðS12 � S11Þ ; (7)

er ¼ 2
jk0h

1� ðS11 þ S12Þ
1þ ðS11 þ S12Þ : (8)

From Fig. 5, it can be observed that the magnitude of
permeability is less than zero over the frequency range
of 59.3 GHz–61 GHz. In addition, the magnitude of the
permittivity is less than zero over the frequency ranges of
59 GHz–59.5 GHz and 59.7 GHz–60 GHz. In addition,
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Fig. 3. Dispersion diagram for the proposed PLPM unit-cell.
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based on Figs. 3, 4, and 5, there is a good agreement
between the theoretical and numerical results.

III. Tunable Two-Sided PLPM Design

In this section, in order to realize the proposed tunable
unit-cell, the configuration shown in Fig. 6(a) is
proposed. Based on Fig. 6(a), a new unit-cell is
introduced using a PLPM pattern that is exactly the same
as the previous structure at the bottom of the substrate.
Based on what is introduced in Section II, the TLT can
also be used for this unit-cell. The main advantage of the
proposed unit-cell is that a frequency adjustment can only
be achieved by rotating the PLPM pattern. Therefore,
there is no change in the shape and size of the unit-cell.
It should be noted that changing the microstrip structures
for frequency tuning is a difficult task. According to
Fig. 6(a), by rotating the bottom PLPM pattern at an
angle of ψ, the coupling between the upper and lower
PLPM patterns (C value) will change [24]. C accounts
for the electric coupling between the upper and bottom
PLPM patterns. Obviously, the resonance frequency of
the TSPLPM will also change [24]. The balanced lumped
element equivalent circuit model of the TSPLPM unit-
cell is shown in Fig. 6(b). In this circuit model, the
bottom PLPM is modeled by a tank resonator, which is
exactly the same as the model PLPM unit-cell, and the

line inductance and capacitance are LLTSPLPM and
CL
TSPLPM, respectively. The parasitic elements are

modeled by LRTSPLPM and CR
TSPLPM.

The resonance frequency of the TSPLPM (f TSPLPMS ) and
the transmission-zero frequency (f TSPLPMP ) at which the
impedance of the parallel branch is equal to zero are
obtained. At the resonance frequency of the TSPLPM:

f TSPLPMS ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LRTSPLPMC

L
TSPLPM

p : (9)

The transmission zero frequency:

f TSPLPMP ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LLTSPLPMðC þ CR

TSPLPMÞ
p : (10)

For example, by considering the value of ψ = 0°, the
S-parameters, permeability, and permittivity of the
proposed TSPLPM are calculated, as shown in Fig. 7.
According to Fig. 7(a), the proposed TSPLPM has a dual-
band performance. The first and second resonance
frequencies occur at 50 GHz and 60 GHz, respectively.
The values of the permeability in the frequency bands
(50 GHz–52 GHz and 57.5 GHz–62 GHz) are less than
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Fig. 6. Example of a TSPLPM unit-cell: (a) configuration and
(b) equivalent circuit.
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zero, as shown in Fig. 7(b). According to Fig. 7(c), the
permittivity also has the appropriate values in these
frequency bands. This wide bandwidth is suitable for
millimeter-wave applications. The lumped equivalents of

the TSPLPM unit-cell for mentioned resonances are
LRTSPLPM ¼ 51:03 nH, CL

TSPLPM ¼ 0:202 fF, LLTSPLPM ¼
1:02 nF; CR

TSPLPM ¼ 66:11 pF, and C ¼ 19:60 pF.
Now, in order to better justify the proposed TSPLPM

idea, 20 values are considered for the ψ angle, and are
presented in Table 1. It should be noted that in order to
obtain the most accurate solutions, two popular
simulators, that is, CST Microwave Studio 2017 and
HFSSv15, were used to perform simulations. For
clarification regarding the different cases introduced for
the ψ angle in Table 1, for example, the TSPLPM
configurations of four angles (45°, 90°, 135°, and 180°)
are shown in Fig. 8. In Table 1, for several values of ψ,
S21 resonance frequencies and the fractional bandwidth
(FBW) of each frequency band have been reported. It can
be seen that by changing the ψ angle from 0° to 180°, the
second S21 resonance frequency increases from 60 GHz to
75 GHz. However, the first S21 resonance frequency for
the ψ angle changes is almost fixed. Therefore, the
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Fig. 7. Extracted parameters of the TSPLPM unit-cell: (a) S-
parameters (S11 and S21), (b) permeability, and (c)
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Table 1. Frequency responses (S21 resonances and FBW) for different angles with CST Microwave Studio 2017 and HFSSv15.

ψ (°)

S21 first
resonance
(GHz)
(CST)

S21 second
resonance
(GHz)
(CST)

FBW (%)
1st/2nd

resonances
(CST)

S21 first
resonance
(GHz)
(HFSS)

S21 second
resonance
(GHz)
(HFSS)

FBW (%)
1st/2nd

resonances
(HFSS)

0 50.36 60.04 1.84/4.24 50.50 60.88 1.68/6.35

45 50.44 65.93 2.82/4.73 50.10 65.76 2.72/5.79

90 50.76 68.92 3.23/3.55 50.80 70.21 2.11/3.60

135 50.72 70.67 3.19/4.15 51.10 73.20 2.44/4.62

180 50.76 75.08 3.70/5.31 50.81 76.20 2.48/6.75

Fig. 8. Four cases of TSPLPM unit-cell: (a) ψ = 45°, (b)
ψ = 90°, (c) ψ = 135°, and (d) ψ = 180°.
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proposed TSPLPM unit-cell has the ability to tune the
resonance frequency over the entire frequency range of
50 GHz to 60 GHz for millimeter-wave applications. This
can be observed in Fig. 9(a). It can be seen that there is a
good proportion of the two full-wave simulators.
However, the FBW of the first and second resonances,
which is used to change the ψ angle from 0° to 180°, is
reported in Fig. 9(b). According to Fig. 9(a), there is
again a good fit proportion between the two simulators. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there have been no
reports of unit-cells with this capability. We believe that
the proposed unit-cell has the potential to use a millimeter-
wave antenna to enhance the gain for other applications.

This will be the next work of the authors. Finally, in
Table 2, the proposed unit-cell is compared with several
other metamaterial unit-cells. The tunable design and dual-
band frequency response are among the benefits of the
proposed unit-cell.

IV. Conclusion

In this study, a tunable metamaterial unit-cell was
designed and simulated for the frequency band of 50 GHz
to 75 GHz. This unit-cell is capable of providing two
different resonance frequencies depending on the PLPM
pattern rotations. This unit-cell can be used in gain
enhancement, beam-switching, and beam-tilting
applications for millimeter-wave antennas.
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